CHAPTER IX
THE STATE AFTER DEATH—SHRADDH—BHOOTS—OTHER
POPULAR BELIEFS
it is laid down m the Gurood Pooran1 and other Hindoo
scriptures, that, on the occurrence of a death, the son or other
heir of the deceased must offer lump-offerings, and that if he
neglect to do so the spirit passes into the state of a goblin
We have described the manner in which the first six of these
offerings are made If, after the fourth lump has been offered,
the obsequies proceed no further—if, for example, any cause
occur to prevent cremation—the spirit, it is believed, remains
a Bhoot Similarly, if six lumps only be offered, the spirit
remains a Pret T?or twelve days the soul, it is supposed, is
seated on the eaves of the house in which it has parted from
the human body At sunset, therefore, the compassionate
relatives place upon the roof for its subsistence a vessel of
water and another of milk Other accounts fix the residence
of the soul, during this calamitous period, at the place of the
funeral pile, or at cross-roads, and some assert that it dwells
alternately in the elements of fire, air, and water, and in the
house which was its home8
1 [' The Qarufia as well as the late and unimportant Agm Pur&nas
1 practically constitute abstracts of the Mahabharata and HanvamSa'
Macdonell, Ewtory of Sanskrit Literature, p 300 The Garuila Pur&wi
is read by a Brahman rn the place where death takes place its recitation
helps the soul to attain Svarga Loka ]
9 There is, so to speak, a fresh trodden way between the body and the
soul which has just forsaken, and, according to that Jewish legend
wluch may rest on a very deep truth, lingers for a while and hovers
near the tabernacle where it has dwelt so long, and to which it knows
itself bound by links that even now have not been divided for ever
Even science itself has arrived at the conjecture, that the last echoes
of life ring m the body much longer than is commonly supposed, that
for a while it is full of the reminiscences of life Out of this we may
ejtplain how it so frequently comes to pass, that all which marked the

